Abstract. This article reports an open discussion that took place during the Keenan Symposium "Meeting the EntropyChallenge" (held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on October 5, 2007) following the short presentations -each reported as aseparate article in the present volume -byThomas Widmer,Ernest Geskin, James Keck, Noam Lior,Debjyoti Banerjee, 1 Richard Peterson, Erik Ydstie, Ron Zevenhoven, Zhuomin Zhang, and Ahmed Ghoniem.
FIGURE 1. Regular growth during the last 300 years of the thermodynamice ffectiveness † η II of the best available technology for converting fossil fuel availability to work (right scale). The linear "logistic" growth of the logarithm of η II /(1 − η II ) (left scale) is typical of manyl earning processes.O nalinears cale, η II follows at ypical S-shaped learning curve, i.e., the historical data are very well fitted by dη II /dt = η II (1 − η II )/τ,w ith τ ≈ 60 years. The names of important contributors to the history of thermodynamics are shown in chronological order on the same time scale.
† Here, η II is what many(somehowmisleadingly) refer to as the "second-lawefficiency".
And to see where my enthusiasm originates, Iw ould likey ou to look at the graph in Figure 1 , which shows av ery important practical impact of the development of thermodynamics [G.P.B eretta, "World energy consumption and resources: an outlook for the rest of the century," Int. J. Environmental Technology and Management 7,9 9 (2007)]. Over the past three centuries, the graph shows (right scale) the evolution of the effectiveness of the best available technology for converting fossil fuel availability into useful (mechanical or electrical) work. It is plotted on ap articular scale. On the left side you see on alog scale the ratio of the effectiveness overthe margin of further improvement (1 minus the effectiveness). The fact that on this log scale it is aremarkable straight line overthe past three centuries, is atypical feature of alearning process, awellknown feature of all learning processes. Here, Iadded at the bottom of the slide agood crowd of important names in the history of thermodynamics. What Ifind exciting is that your presence here, the discussions we will have,t he ideas that each of us will try to communicate-howevert heoretical and abstract theym ight be-are going to constitute the scientific background for the development of newt echnologies that by the end of the century,according to this graph, will bring the thermodynamic effectiveness of the best power production technology from the current 65% to over85%. That means that we are still just past half of our learning process about understanding and mastering the laws of thermodynamics. That is why we thermodynamicists are still going to remain in business for along while.
ELIAS GYFTOPOULOS :Ihave ac omment about Professor Peterson'sp resentation and aquestion for Professor Banerjee. There exists no engine that has ever been built for land, sea, air and space application which satisfies the nonexistent theory of finite-time thermodynamics. Now, my question. Iamintrigued by the possibilities of nanotechnology.And Iwant to ask you whether there is apossibility of controlling the nanosystem you create in such aw ay that you can use it while it is still in nonequilibrium or an equilibrium state which is not stable equilibrium and, therefore, is relatively farfrom the stable equilibrium condition. What motivates me to ask you this question is my wristwatch. The little batteries that we have in our wristwatches have twot ime constants. One is of self-discharge and the other the work producing part. It so happens the selfdischarge constant is much longer than the fiveorsix years that our watches work. Iam puzzled and intrigued as to whether,w ith nanotechnology,w ec an repeat that kind of operation in amore general way. Because if we have systems working from astate that is not astable equilibrium, for the same energy we are going to get more work out.
DEBJOYTI BANERJEE :R egarding the nanoscale processes, Id id not get into the details of phase change phenomena. Wheneverwesay there is astable boiling process, if you look at the micro and nanoscale processes, it is not really stable. It is ah ighly unstable situation that is going on in ar epeated cyclic manner.A nd it is not exactly a cyclic process. It is achaotic process which does not come back to the same position at fixed intervals. That interval varies. My point of telling this is that, if you look at that scales, some papers from European labs working on boiling have shown that every time abubble departs, fresh liquid comes and hits the heater surface, and you have apeak in the transient heat transfer,which is estimated to be of the order of MW/cm 2 .But these are really tinyfl ow phenomena and theya re operating overav ery small surface area. If you can somehowincrease that frequencyorifyou can increase the area overwhich it is occurring, you can actually harness much higher amounts of heat transfer in phase change than you can currently do, and those are non-equilibrium processes.
SETH LLOYD:IfImay comment on your talk about howwhen you try to scale down heat engines, you seem to be saying that scaling down doesn'twork: there'snoroom at the bottom. But then Ilook at Professor Zhang'stalk. If you actually scale down further then you can get strongly enhanced heat transfer due to near field effects. So, maybe you just didn'tgofar down enough to the bottom.
RICHARD PETERSON:W ell, when you form amodel of an operating heat engine for the purpose of scaling, you must consider the cycle and the heat transfer into and out of the cycle. It is not sufficient to consider as ingle component of the cycle or just the working fluid of the heat engine. What Ia mi mplying here is that there are certainly phenomena that occur at the micro and nanoscales that expand, contract, emit energy and potentially produce work, butfrom my survey of the small-scale heat engine area, JAMES KECK:Ithink you have just described the internal combustion engine.
GESKIN:Itisanexample of when you have direct conversion of heat to work without intermediate electrical power station and so on. Likeinamine and in destruction, we use explosivesbecause theyare the best when we do not need to control the result. But using the device we developed, it seems that you can control explosive.Liquid projectiles can be controlled precisely,sotheycan be used as amanufacturing tool, as opposed to bullets which you can use only to kill.
ADRIAN BEJAN :Ihave twobrief comments. Theyare based on the questions raised by Professor Ghoniem.
First, the slide with the line showing efficiencyofpower plants versus size. Yo uasked does size matter? It does. Yo uh aves ize plotted on the abscissa, and such alignments of designs are found everywhere, particularly in animal design. If you multiply the efficiencyb ys ize and you put it on the ordinate, you have the allometric metabolic rate. And so the sharpness of these lines, these very thin clouds of data, suggest that there has been al ot of evolution before these champions, which are nowl ining up on this podium. The same is found in inanimate flows tructures such as the riverb asins. And so the answer is yes.
The second comment is an answer to your question on the next slide. If you look at this sketch in the upper left-hand corner,how to makethe power plant better,itisabout improving efficiency, which means to minimize entropygeneration in the power plants. This means more power to us, ab igger red arrow. And that, of course, is the basis for the question used as ah eadline for this entire workshop. However, the bigger picture contains the answer to the question of what happens to the red arrow. The power that is generated is not eaten or stored by anyofus. It is destroyed by us.
In the final analysis, the red arrowi sr ubbed against the ambient and dissipated. What wasentropygeneration minimization in the drawing that you made becomes the maximization of entropygeneration (exergydestruction) in the drawing that we did not see. Look at the whole picture then, and ask why we need red arrows? We need them for the reason that Professor Hatsopoulos said in his example at dinner last night. There is a correlation between the use of fuel or energy and the economic activity in acountry.The red arrowi su s, moving on earth because of what goes on in our fire filled bellies and engines. That also holds true for all the animals, and for the big wheels of atmosphere and oceans of the earth.
AHMED GHONIEM:Absolutely,the scale matters, butnot indefinitely.Inother words, if you look at small power units, the reason why theyare less efficient is, in my opinion, because of the economy.I ti sb ecause the fuel is cheap. If you want to really extract more power out of them, that is, more availability,you could. Forinstance, you could do polygeneration. Yo ucould do cogeneration, "waste heat recovery," etc. Yo uknow, that is the concept of distributed power.A lso, if you hybridize, you will get better overall efficiency. Ahybrid car has alittle engine, butitishybridized with astorage system for optimal utilization, and so on. Ijust brought that up to bring us back to reality.And the connection is the economy ....
The second point, absolutely,y ou are right. Im ean, it depends on what you are going to do with what you are getting out (of the conversion process). But Ia lso put up that picture (entropygeneration during combustion) because it is not obvious that our current combustion technology is optimized for the designs for the engines. Improvements will require changing the engine design as we change the combustion processes to reduce entropyp roduction. So, you will have to discoverd ifferent engine designs that are compatible with novelc ombustion processes that minimize entropyp roduction. And there, we will also have to worry about other issues such as the materials because first order analysis will tell you that we will have to burn at higher temperature, and higher pressure. (Novelfuels will also have to be discovered.)
NOAM LIOR:Ihave acomment about this, just ashort one. Ithink what Adrian brings up is avery important element. Sustainability hasn'tbeen mentioned for one moment in this whole conference. Idon'tthink we can design anykind of energy systems without considering overall sustainability.And we should adopt our laws of thermodynamics to consider not only the power generation, the isolated benefit that we have,b ut also the entire impact. And that'sthe waythe things are going now, so Ithink we better catch up with what the world is doing.
TIMOTHY GUTOWSKI:Thank you for the introduction, Noam, because that'sexactly where Iw anted to go. There have been al ot of comments about the hope of nanoengines, buty ou have to maket hese things. Now, Id on'tk nowa ll the techniques. I certainly don'tk nowh ow to maket he single atom laser,b ut Id ok nowt he variety of techniques that we have out there, for example, chemical vapor deposition, plasma etching etc., the things we use right nowfor microelectronics. Well these are also what we frequently use to makeour nano-engines. Nowifyou do alife-cycle energy analysis on the products made by these processes, you will see that the energy consumed shifts from the use phase to the manufacturing phase. Yo uc an see this, for example, if you compare an automobile which consumes energy and emits carbon at the use phase, to the computer which is dominated not by the use phase butbythe manufacturing phase. So, there is something else going on here. And our attention may be in the wrong spot on nano-engines.
